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Contact Summary

Cary Blackburn
President

Cary is the president of Coronation Internet Marketing. He is also 
the team leader when it comes to the technical end of what we 
offer including search engine optimization. He has more than 
27 years of experience in the marketing industry, and 17 years in 
web design and Internet marketing.

He is a detail-oriented kind of guy who loves helping businesses 
achieve their fullest potential with great marketing and advertis-
ing strategies.

Cary leads our SEO company and helps businesses get more cli-
ents from their website with greater exposure online with our 
confirmed SEO system that delivers Google traffic.



CAMPAIGN

GOALS



Campaign Goals

 ✓ Rank in Organic Search – Your website is currently found on the first page in Google 
searches for the majority of your “money” keywords. Our top goal will be to push those key-
words that are not at #1 to the top as well as ranking new keywords for you.

 ✓ Increase Website Traffic – We want to help potential customers find your website when 
searching for roofing services. Our goal is to drive as much qualified traffic to your website 
as possible.

 ✓ Increase Website Engagement – In addition to overall traffic, it’s important to increase time 
on site, pages per visit and decrease bounce rate. These are simple metrics that show quality 
user interactions.

 ✓ Build Domain Equity – Over time great SEO will improve the overall authority of your web-
site with search engines. Increased authority = increased rankings.

 ✓ Increase Brand Awareness – We will create value added content like a YouTube video  and 
rank them in Google. This will help build your brand as an authority in the market.

 ✓ Increase Leads – The most important part – we want to drive targeted traffic and convert it 
into qualified leads.



CAMPAIGN

DELIVERABLES



 ✓ Custom Analytics Implementation – The only way to make educated decisions about mar-
keting spend is to analyze your web data. We will implement Webmaster Tools (GWT) and 
Google Analytics to analyze where your traffic is coming from and how long visitors stay on 
your site.

 ✓ Keyword Analysis – Laughlin & Company offers a number of legal services – each service 
has different search demands with a number of synonym keywords. We will use keyword 
research tools along with consultations with you to identify the most valuable keywords to 
your firm .

 ✓ SEO Technical Audit + Optimization – We will use SEO tools along with manual research to 
analyze your source code and identify weaknesses from an SEO point of view. We will then 
make the changes to your website or work with your dev team to correct these instances.

 ✓ Content Optimization / Site Structure – In order to rank for multiple keywords, we will 
need to add additional pages to your website. We will also add these pages or work with 
your development team to set up and structure content into SEO “silos”.

Campaign Deliverables



 ✓ Link Building – Links to your website are Google’s #1 ranking factor. It’s extremely import-
ant to build the right links to your website – that’s why we perform it as its own individual 
deliverable.

 ✓ YouTube SEO / Video Marketing – We will create a custom explainer video, host it on You-
Tube and optimize it to help your website rank for your keywords, get exposure on YouTube 
and other video sites and increase engagement on your website with your video.

 ✓ Authority Property SEO – We will create multiple, high-authority social media properties 
for your business to help with your branding, reputation management and increase website 
authority by linking from these properties to your website

 ✓ Monthly Reports – We will provide a full website report (pulled from Google Analytics + 
Rank Tracker) every month detailing campaign performance, traffic to your website, origin of 
the traffic to your website and your current rankings.

Campaign Deliverables



WEB

ANALYTICS



Before we do anything, we ensure your website is set up to track our efforts. This requires a custom 
Google Analytics implementation and analysis.

1. Google Analytics

Analysis

 ✓ What are you currently tracking?

 ✓ What are you missing?

 ✓ Where does the majority of your traf-
fic come from?

 ✓ What traffic source is most  
valuable to your business?

 ✓ What are the important actions on 
your website that we need to track?

Implementation

 ✓ Creation of custom reports

 ✓ Creation of custom dashboards

We are a data-driven agency! All decisions are made from hard facts, not theory.



Google Webmaster Tools is the backbone of your website. The free tool allows you to monitor key 
technical aspects like sitemap.xml, robots.txt, Google warnings/updates, and check on rankings.

Setting up and optimizing this tool allows us to get a pulse on the health of your website and analyze 
the impact of our SEO efforts.

2. Google Webmaster Tools

We are a data-driven agency! All decisions are made from hard facts, not theory.



Some clients don’t care about reports. 
As long as they are getting more phone 
calls and leads, they’re happy. If that’s you, 
we’re ok with that – but we still deliver 
monthly progress reports.

These reports go overboard with informa-
tion:

 ✓ Analytics data

 ✓ Ranking report

 ✓ Once a month phone consultation to 
discuss analytics and ranking report, 
answer questions, go over issues/con-
cerns and make recommendations.

Our services are not cheap. We want to 
make sure you understand the work we 
put in and the results you are getting.

3. Monthly Reporting

We are a data-driven agency! All decisions are made from hard facts, not theory.



ORGANIC

SEARCH
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Proper coding,
XML site maps,
robots.txt, etc.

Proper keyword
usage, website

structure, content 
structure, etc.

A “backlink” is when another website
links to yours. A link tells Google that 

your site is important and links are 
still the #1 ranking factor in Google. 
For competitive niches like yours, it’s 

important to acquire high quality 
and high authority links from rele-
vant websites (i.e. websites similar 

to your niche or location)

Sites like Reddit, Facebook,  
Twitter, etc make up a large  

chunk of the web’s usage. If your 
site isn’t being mentioned here 
(a lot), Google has a tough time 

ranking your site.



Technical Audit
Proper SEO requires an in-depth audit of website code, architecture, outbound links, inbound links, 
broken links, semantic markup, structured data and more. Before we optimize your site, we need to  
assess the status. Some tasks include:

 ✓ Website crawl using Screaming Frog SEO Spider Tool

 ✓ Broken link assessment + correction

 ✓ Inbound link assessment

 ✓ Image tag assessment + correction

 ✓ XML Sitemap creation + submission

 ✓ Setup Robots.txt + optimization

 ✓ URL restructuring



First, we’ll do a thorough analysis of the keywords related to legal services in the Coquitlam and Port 
Coquitlam area. We compile a list of “main” keywords, long-tail keywords, top of the funnel keywords 
and purchase intent keywords.

We use tools like Google Keyword Planner, SEM Rush, Long Tail Pro, Majestic, Ahrefs and Google Se-
mantic Search to find keyword variations that your potential customers use.

We keep this analysis in a ready to use Excel file. We use it to evaluate the current state of your pages 
as well as a baseline for future content creation.

Keyword Analysis



Keyword Optimization

These optimizations ensure Google is finding your content for the right keywords.

After we have your keywords we go to work optimizing your content around them. Some optimiza-
tions include:

 ✓ Title tags

 ✓ Heading tags (<h1> - <h6>)

 ✓ Image title

 ✓ Image alt tags

 ✓ Body content

 ✓ Meta descriptions



Content Consulting
Anyone can go out and buy links. But, 
some of these links may not be good for 
your website.

While we use a network of high-quality 
sites that we own in our link strategy, this 
can’t be your entire link profile. In order to 
achieve maximum results, you need real, 
organic links from high authority websites.

The best way to do this is having linkable 
content on your website. You can try all 
you want, but a website like The Huffing-
ton Post will never link to your home page. 
However, they will gladly link to a helpful, 
well written blog post related to their user 
base.

While we want to rank for “port coquitlam 
lawyer”, we also want to rank for high vol-
ume related keywords. We will base your 
blog content around these keywords and 
build authority links to rank in search.



Social Media & Directories
Even though on paper we’re an SEO 
agency, we can no longer leave out the 
importance of social media engage-
ments.

Social media is important for 2 reasons:

1. Social signals help to rank your web-
site in Google. The more Tweets and 
shares your site has, the higher it ranks

2. Social media drives valuable traffic to 
your site. In the beginning, it was just 
teens using Facebook. Now, CEOs and 
important decision makers do too. You 
need a presence!

We go out and find relevant directories to 
have your business listed on as well.

This traffic ends up in additional likes, 
+1’s, Tweets and other valuable social sig-
nals that help push up your rankings and 
increase relevancy with Google.



Thinking Outside of Your Website

Great content drives traffic, trust, leads and ultimately sales.

While most agencies charge an absurd amount for content marketing, we include it in our base costs 
for our middle and higher end packages.

The fact is, you can’t have successful inbound marketing without great content.

This extends beyond having just a blog – it’s getting your message out on additional high volume 
channels like YouTube, Vimeo and SoundCloud.

We will help take your message, create top notch blog content, as well as distribute it across dozens of 
authority online channels.
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Link Building: What Do We Look For?

We only build “tier 1” links on high quality domains. When we say “quality”, we look at a number of metrics:

1. Moz Bar: https://moz.com/tools/seo-toolbar

•	 Domain Authority – This is the overall measure of the domains power. The higher, the better. 

•	 Page Authority – This is the measure of the power of the links pointing to that exact page. The higher, 
the better.

2. Majestic: https://majestic.com/majestic-widgets/plugins

•	 Trust Flow – This is the measure of the quality of the links pointing to that domain. This is the number 
one factor we look at when building links. The higher, the better.

•	 Citation Flow – This is the measure of the power of the links pointing at the domain. The higher, the 
better.

3. Ahrefs:

•	 We use Ahrefs to check the total number of referring domains and IPs. We also use the tool to ensure 
the domain has a clean link profile. 

4. SEM Rush:

•	 We use SEM Rush to gauge traffic volume to the domain. Sometimes, young domains don’t register 
high metrics but can still provide traffic and social equity. This tool helps us forecast that.

These metrics help us to put links into different buckets. The higher the metrics, the more effort we put into 
the content creation for that submission. For mid-authority domains, we rewrite recycled content to save 
time and costs.



Link Building: Quality Guest Posting

We define “quality guest posts” 
as websites that accept con-
tent submissions and meet our 
quality guidelines based upon 
the domain authority, trust 
flow, higher number of refer-
ring domains and high traffic 
etimations from SEM Rush.

These links are still powerful, 
as they’re coming from active 
and quality domains. These 
opportunities are plentiful and 
we have a long list of domains 
that we can provide content to. 
(examples on the right)

We generally take a successful 
piece of content and rewrite 
it so it’s unique and reads dif-
ferently. This saves time and 
allows us to scale our efforts to 
build a handful of these links 
each month. 



Link Building: High Quality Network

We don’t wear a hat. White, 
gray or black - we do what it 
takes to get results.

We have a well established 
network of high quality sites 
on various topics from air 
conditioning to lawyers and 
all things in between that 
we have access to.

Each month, we put a hand-
ful of contextual links on 
these sites. When combined 
with the white hat link 
building we perform, the 
results are extraordinary.

Every website we place links 
on is evaluated for quality 
metrics (TF, CF, DA and PA) 
and a clean link profile.



Link Building: Tier 2 Link Creation

Most SEOs have no idea 
why the links they build 
have no effect. Google’s 
gotten smarter. If the 
links you build aren’t 
actively generating links, 
they go nowhere.

In addition, over 75% 
of built links never get 
indexed by Google. If 
Google doesn’t know the 
link exists, it will never 
impact your rankings.

We use our network 
of sites to link to your 
links. This is a tedious 
and time consuming 
process, but it’s the best 
way to ensure that our 
hard work building links 
takes effect.
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VANCOUVER
(604) 464-5800

http://coronationim.com

LAS VEGAS
(702) 997-5165

http://lasvegasseoconsultants.net

PHOENIX
(480) 630-0104

http://phoenixseoconsultants.com

EDMONTON
(780) 628-7535

http://canadawestim.com


